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COIL's Sensual Stroke: Miss Whiplash and Spiny Norman 

An essay exploring COIL’s involvement with the 'Sara Dale's Sensual Massage: The Stroke of 
Pleasure’ sex education film. 
 

By Phil Barrington 

 

"He is not fit to run a doghouse, let alone the country", scorned Sara Dale to The People tabloid 
newspaper. Sara, a sex therapist going by the name of "Miss Whiplash", was referring to her former 
landlord. Who happened to be Norman Lamont. The Norman Lamont who was the UK's Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. And the Rt. Hon Norman Lamont MP who was trying to run a Conservative 
campaign to be the UK's Prime Minister at the time. This was in 1995. If we jump back 4 years we 
can find out the reason why Miss Whiplash was so scornful of Norman, and why the tabloid press 
were so eager to record her views of him at the time. You see, Sara Dale was the self-employed 
resident of the Georgian building in Kensington, London that Lamont MP owned, using her basement 
as a sex therapy clinic during her time there. This heady tale of political sleaze was the foundation 
behind the project that resulted in COIL's third film soundtrack: a set of tracks often shunned or 
derided (and basically unobtainable in complete form) to this day. 

Back in 1991 Sara had actually gained herself a small but positive reputation amongst the local pre-
internet sex industry and was seen by many - including Advertising Editors of the nation's softcore 
pornographic magazines - as an upmarket face providing discreet-yet-skilled services to a great many 
punters (including politicians, perhaps?). The News Of The World soon cottoned-on to her notoriety 
and ran an article focussing on her "correctional" services, with an allegation that she charged 
£90.00 per hour for her considered skills. The paper's hacks interviewed Sara's neighbour whilst 
there on site, who politely retorted: "She would not appear to be the ideal neighbour". 

"Tory Whip Shock" 

  

As soon as The News Of The World article was published Lamont felt he needed to distance himself 
(and, of course, his future political career) from Sara's rising notoriety and decided to send her an 
eviction notice, via top solicitor Peter Carter-Ruck, in late April 1991. Miss Whiplash protested to any 
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media outlet who'd listen, understandably fighting for her tenant's rights. These outlets, unveiling 
the MP and his sleazy treatment of her as her “fatcat landlord”, happened to be the UK's tabloid 
press. By the summer of 1991 the nation’s press seemed to have been literally whipped into a total 
frothing frenzy. And, for them, why not? By any journalistic reckoning stories of a Miss Whiplash 
directly connected to a tory MP would sell more copies of their sensationalist rags than anything else 
(save for a nuclear bomb dropped on Chelsea, or something). 

During the turmoil from this tabloid storm (confusion truly spread when some prowling tabloid 
hacks mistook South African-born Sara Dale for another Miss Whiplash operating in the same area) 
Norman - let us, just for fun, call him Spiny Norman - decided to deal with the tabloids head-on: it 
was his career on the line after all, right? However, during the June of 1991, Spiny Norman opened 
himself up to more vehement tabloid attacks by using taxpayers' money to handle his PR in response 
to the negative press stories regarding Sara Dale (a total of £4,700, approved by the Treasury of the 
time). Once the papers got wind of this payment they went for him even harder, their spittle-
dripping teeth bared, but old Spiny managed to stay the political course for the next 2 years. It 
actually took until June 1993 for Lamont to issue his resignation speech in Parliament. 
 

    

[Press Association photographs of Sara Dale during the 1991 “Tory Whip Shock” tabloid storm] 

Meanwhile, by 1992 the UK video industry was going through a boom in supposed "sex education" 
or "sex guide" titles. Beneath the veneer of respectability and educational purpose the very 
(soft)core of these sex-ed titles was obvious titillation and porn-by-any-other-name. The British 
Board of Film Classification at the time, led by the overzealous James Ferman, was going through a 
particularly censorious phase, with cuts being demanded to a great many mainstream and genre 
films ahead of both cinema and home video release, often citing problematic sexual content (with 
actual hardcore pornography continuing to be banned in the UK for almost a decade to come). 

Of course, as it's all about capitalism, film producers and distributors found a way around the 
censor's thinking - a way to display highly sexualised content and nudity without provoking the 
censor's venom and being shutdown: simply have a voice-over talk in serious or academic tones, slap 
the right educational title on it and you can get away with pretty graphic sexual content throughout 
the film's length. Sorted. And it worked. Carlton Video's 'The Lover's Guide' did this and famously 
sold 1.3 million copies in the UK after its release in late 1991, spawning 10 sequels, translated into 
13 languages and distributed in 22 countries around the world, with international press articles 
galore. Even the sociological researcher Jeremy O’Grady pointed out to his team in one BBFC board 
meeting from 1992 that exploitation producers were using sex education "to get around the 
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ludicrous standards we impose on sex", but they were powerless to halt the tide - the sex ed industry 
became so lucrative during such a repressive era of the UK that big acting names like Helena 
Bonham-Carter and Timothy Spall ultimately got involved with other 1990s home video releases, 
such as 'The Good Sex Guide'. 

The time was clearly ripe to capitalise on Sara Dale's current tabloid-led notoriety with this 
contemporary semi-respectable softcore erotic "educational" genre boom. Filmed during the spring 
of 1992 by Basilisk Communications and associates, COIL's soundtrack edited into the feature during 
the post-production phase of early summer, submitted for BBFC classification and released in late 
July 1992, COIL fans simply cannot ignore the existence of ‘Sara Dale's Sensual Massage: The Stroke 
of Pleasure’. And why should we? The video is a delightful example of early-1990s UK exploitation 
softcore kitsch, positively exuding the deep scent of patchouli essential oil, hairspray and, er, 
chocolate fondues. 

 

[Released by the end of July 1992, the VHS tape noted as an “excellent videogram” by The Independent 
newspaper on July 30th 1992] 

You may be asking yourself "How on fucking Pan's earth did COIL, of all people, get involved with 
such a tacky softcore project?" That's a fair question. A question which I think every COIL fan asks 
themselves when they discover the old MP3 of COIL's soundtrack to it (the file leaked on the COIL 
Mailing List in the first decade of the millennium). I blame James MacKay. The figurehead for Basilisk 
Communications, MacKay produced and distributed many of Derek Jarman's features and 
compilations. James had personally known Jhonn and Peter for several years by the time this sex ed 
project surfaced, from their work on 1985's 'The Angelic Conversation' onwards. In fact, he had 
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commissioned COIL to produce soundtrack work for three Basilisk co-productions from 1992-1993. 
'Sara Dale's Sensual Massage: The Stroke of Pleasure', 'The Gay Man's Guide to Safer Sex'  and 
Jarman's acclaimed final major film 'Blue' are all Basilisk co-productions, often containing the same 
crew - both 'Gay Man's...' and 'Sara Dale's...' have the same director (David Lewis) and writer 
(Stephen McBride) for example. A few short years after COIL’s Basilisk trilogy MacKay would return 
to COIL's Chiswick doorstep once again, this time to commission their attempt at tackling Jarman's 
short Avebury-based film from the 1970s. 

Are you relaxed? Gooooood. Then let us, together, explore the musical delights of this soothing set 
of softcore sounds. First off, it has to be said that the average COIL fan can be forgiven for hating the 
Sara Dale soundtrack, especially as it seems the band themselves hated it too. Whereas COIL would 
work on and continually refine their soundtrack work for the same year's ‘Gay Man's Guide...’ 
soundtrack work and ultimately release the spoils from those sessions on other COIL-related 
releases, the tracks for Sara Dale were never revisited and haven't even been given the dignity of 
being officially named. 

When, from 1994 onwards, COIL explored the idea of compiling their unreleased soundtrack work 
under the umbrella title of ‘The Sound of Music’, the tracks were still not named. They eventually 
became blandly labelled thus: 

Sara Dale's Sensual Massage I 
Sara Dale's Sensual Massage II 
Sara Dale's Sensual Massage III 
 

Soon after 2010's transfer of DATs and tapes for the Threshold Archives schedule, the soundtrack 
was further split into six tracks for a similarly proposed soundtrack compilation release: 

Sara Dale 1 
Sara Dale 2 
Sara Dale 3 
Sara Dale 4 
Sara Dale 5 
Sara Dale 6 
 

Neither of the above transfers of releasable quality have yet surfaced, so COIL fans have been stuck 
with the original MP3 leak for years, one low bitrate file of nameless tracks which are actually 
recorded from the VHS film with the narrated sections faded out (you can hear the crackles in the 
film's soundtrack, analogue artefacts clearly on the video tape used). In other words, the MP3 is 
missing all the unreleased COIL music that is to be heard under the narration when watching the 45-
min feature. 

Looking at Sara Dale's film itself (now finally available for us all to watch, thanks to a kind dvd-r 
donation from fellow COIL fan Arild) and taking note of the narration or on-screen sections of the 
sensual massage tutorial, it would be possible to finally give each of the featured tracks a distinct 
contextual name, regardless of the two official sets of soundtrack edits you choose to go with. 
However, even from my fan perspective, this would probably be an unofficial COIL folly gone a bit 
too far as, truth be told, few nuggets of gold are to be found in the Sara Dale soundtrack as it 
currently exists, with indistinct phasing effects, repetitive chord notes, chimes (of course), stock New 
Age sound effects and über-swooning synth vibes throughout. 
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However, of the few shining nuggets poking out of the whole Sara Dale effort, there is a superb 
section within the latter third of COIL's soundtrack (from 'Sara Dale's Sensual Massage III' / 'Sara 
Dale 6') which utilises treated birdsong, looping notes and soft harmonies that rivals many other 
better known COIL instrumentals. This section breaks through the whole wash of softcore New Agey 
noodlings, clearly possessing focus and thought throughout. I love it so much I include a major part 
of this particular section in the recently released unofficial ‘Wormsongs’ fan compilation as a bonus 
track overlay of COIL-based sounds (also on archive.org). 

Vaguely dismissed by Jhonn in a 1995 interview as "sort of a hetero-erotic thing", I'd still suggest that 
it's worth experiencing the Sara Dale film and soundtrack fully at least once each, if only for the 
1990s softcore kitsch overdose, a great example from a weird 1950s-esque sex ed boom in UK pop 
culture history, and for the great third section of COIL's soundtrack. I hope that a good quality 
transfer of the tracks eventually surface, as it does possess some artistic worth, it is competently 
performed and deserves its own peculiar place in COIL's peculiar discography. Whether the Sara Dale 
tracks planned for a COIL CD release were just going to be taken from a high quality video transfer or 
from a higher quality DAT transfer I cannot be sure without making further enquiries, as I can't find 
any record of COIL having still been in possession of a DAT of those commissioned Sara Dale tracks 
after the project was finished. 

COIL never did anything quite like the Sara Dale soundtrack again, though certain tracks from the 
abandoned mid-1990s 'Backwards' sessions such as 'Crumb Time' and 'Egyptian Basses' sound like a 
segue between (or hybrid of) the Dale and 'Gay Man's Guide...' soundtracks. If anything, the 1992 
‘Sensual Massage' sessions have more in common with the music recorded for TV commercials in 
the mid-1980s, similarly done by Sleazy to bring home the bacon, than anything else in the COIL 
catalogue. 

But what became of Spiny Norman and Miss Whiplash? They have now virtually faded away into the 
annals of pre-millennium porno-political history. Spiny Lamont, now 76 years of age, pops up on UK 
TV as an aged vox pop giving head-shaking views on the latest political outrages every now and then, 
but hasn't been relevant to parliamentary machinations for decades. Sara's sole feature film with 
that COIL soundtrack was never officially released on DVD in the UK - the surviving VHS tapes 
denigrated to the wobbly rain-soaked stalls on carboot sales, thrown to the scuffed bargain bins of 
charity shops and posted on very rare eBay auctions over the years. A DVD rip of the VHS tape is, 
however, helping Australians with their sex lives to this very day. The Sexual & Reproductive Health 
Department for Western Australia has the Sara Dale title in their Library and Resource Centre for 
rental to Aussie couples in need of sexual guidance and tactile education. 

Sara Dale herself, on the other hand, may have disappeared from the limelight since 1995 but, I am 
very pleased to say, is still doing what she loves to do as she enters her mature years: sensual 
massage. As her current online entry states: "One hour of my exquisite tantric massage pleasures the 
body, relaxes the mind & heals the soul. Ideal for males/females & couples." Sara's telephone 
number and address in London SW12 is also on the entry (easily found via Google), so why not go 
and experience a sensual massage, insist on the music choice playing in the background, and have a 
fully 3D experience of COIL's soothing soundtrack? 

In the meantime, kick your shoes off, unbuckle your belt, sit back and enjoy this slight remaster of 
‘Sara Dale's Sensual Massage: The Stroke of Pleasure’, the full video feature. 
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The archive.org download Includes: 

• The 1992 video feature [1st Gen VHS > PAL VOB > Slightly Remastered MPG]. 
• My new "DVD sleeve" and "DVD Menu" png designs either using, or inspired by, the original 

VHS sleeve elements. 
• The original VHS sleeve png. 
• This illustrated pdf essay. 

 

My sincere thanks to Arild Stromsvag for the extremely kind DVD-R donation of this film to me. COIL 
fans have demonstrated such unbelievable kindness over the years, and continue to do so. 

 

Phil Barrington 
April 7th 2019 
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Resources: 
 

• To this day, the Sexual & Reproductive Health Department for Western Australia stocks a 
DVD rip of the COIL-soundtracked Sara Dale VHS in their Library and Resource Centre for 
aussie couples to rent (either falsely-labelled in the catalogue as a USA release or actually 
sourced from a US distributor): 

 

 

 

• For more details about the censorious atmosphere of the UK at the time, I would personally 
recommend the book "Censored" (1995) by Tom Dewe Mathews - an essential read for 
those wanting to know how authorities can deal with the medium of film as socio-cultural 
control, and one that informed the above essay (I've had the book since 1995).  
 
You can find a text-only version of the book on archive.org (link below), but the illustrated 
paperback version is definitely preferred: 

https://archive.org/details/CENSOREDTheStoryOfFilmCensorshipInBritainByTomDeweMathewsStarbrite 

 

• Featured overleaf is a further assortment of Press Association photographs of Sara Dale from 
the 1991 UK tabloid storm, reproduced here under Fair Use / Fair Dealing doctrine for 
review purposes: 

 

https://archive.org/details/CENSOREDTheStoryOfFilmCensorshipInBritainByTomDeweMathewsStarbrite
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